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The guidebook companion to Inklings on Philosophy and WorldviewTeens live in a complicated

world. They are constantly bombarded by messages from their friends, parents, teachers, the

internet, and their churches, and not all of these messages agree or line up with each other.

How do they figure out who to listen to? How do they figure out what is true?Inklings on

Philosophy and Worldview Guidebook will show teens practical ways to help understand how

to filter out the wrong messages and focus on what is real. Using teachings from highly

respected, loved, and well-known writers, teacher Matt Dominguez will teach teens about the

power of story as he guides them through a study of world religions, philosophies, and

worldviews, and gives them a firm foundation to stand on as they prepare to face the world.

About the AuthorMatthew Dominguez is an educational trainer, speaker, and teacher and has

studied at Houghton College in New York and Keble College in Oxford, and received his

masters from the University of Illinois at Chicago. Currently, he is a philosophy, literature, and

discipleship teacher and the adventure club director at Wheaton Academy in West Chicago,

Illinois. With over twenty-five years of teaching experience and Kingdom community-building

experience, he is passionate about the exciting journey of equipping students and leaders to

make their faith their own by knowing what they believe and why they believe it. It is his deep

joy to be on this grand adventure of Kingdom building and loving others with his wife, Jennifer,

and four children, Anna, Elijah, Olivia, and Ivy. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Back CoverHow Can You Know What to Believe?Matthew Dominguez brings

a fresh, accessible, and philosophical approach to worldview, nurturing honest and honoring

conversations between people of all beliefs along their faith journeys. He examines faith

through the lens of the spiritual and the material �the two basic elements needed to grasp the

nature of reality �as he explores the four major worldviews: idealism, materialism, monism, and

theism.This three-part book will:Unpack the concepts that dictate each individual’s

worldview.Explain the four philosophic worldviews and their foundational elements.Invite

readers to explore Christ as the fullness of reality and move beyond philosophy and religion

into a meaningful and personal relationship with Christ.Matthew Dominguez introduces

students to a revolutionary approach to understanding the world through a Christ-centered,

biblical worldview with a call to discipleship. His insights empower readers to change the way

they think and talk about worldview, helping them to make their faith their own by knowing what

they believe and why. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Reflection and DiscussionBeyond the Book: Lights On and Off: Pure IdealismBeyond the Book:

Lights On and Off: Authentic MaterialismBeyond the Book: Lights On and Off:

Complete MonismBeyond the Book: Lights On and Off: Religious Theismextend your learning:

Your Philosophical HouseExploring Ideas: “The Paradoxes of Christianity” from

G. K. Chesterton’s OrthodoxyLearning Adventure: The Power of ParadoxExtend Your Learning:

Mere Christianity and Evidence for GodExploring Ideas: Romans 1–8 and

Mere ChristianityExtend Your Learning: The Case for Christ Movie and StoryBeyond the Book:
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“This Is Not a Pipe”: Reflection and DiscussionLearning Adventure: The EncounterExtend Your

Learning: The Aslan MomentLearning Adventure: The Invitation to LoveLearning Adventure:

The Power of LoveExtend Your Learning: Part Three ProjectsFurther Reading for the

JourneyThis companion book to Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview is meant to be used as

a guidebook, like an adventure guidebook, except for the heart, soul, and mind. I have led

students on rock climbing, backpacking, mountain climbing, ice climbing, and sailing

adventures in various parts of our world. When I get to a gorgeous granite cliff with the hope of

taking an eager group of voyagers up and down the steep facade, I always bring a professional

guidebook with me. I use it to navigate the terrain, find the right spots, learn about the safety

concerns, and plot out a course for the day of adventure and exploration. I also train my

students in how to use the guidebook so that if they come back, they can safely and

strategically lead themselves and others through the climb.This is the conceptual framework of

this book. It is meant to be a tool to help young people (and their leaders) grow on this

adventure of life. Leaders must model the adventure and eventually master the material. At first

the people you lead will be using the book with you as you learn the material together.

However, like a repeated adventure trip to the same mountain, after several visits, the terrain

and skills become more familiar and personal. The same is true for anyone using these texts

and tools. After enough use, the leaders and youth applying this material will be able to

eventually use it in their own way and even extend it into new learning and growth. This book

and the supplemental material available on the website are designed to guide you to extend

your learning and process the information in the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book in

a deeper and more practical way. The best rock-climbing guidebooks help me get to the base

of the rock cliffs. When I find the climb I want to do, I then put the book down, get on my safety

gear, and put my hands and feet on the actual rock and start climbing. My hope is that this

guidebook gets used in a similar way.My favorite guidebooks are annotated, drawn in, dog

eared, tattered, torn, and worn with coffee stains and dirt. Similarly, when used well, this book

should guide you in experiencing, interacting with, participating in, and processing the



information and concepts in the Inklings book and well beyond. Guidebooks for rock climbing

are designed to be used at the cliffs, to actually rock climb, but it’s hard to climb with a book in

your hands. These books and even the information in them are tools and means to the end, not

the end themselves. Philosophy needs to be more than just thinking; it needs to be doing! Paul

writes to the church at Corinth, “While knowledge makes us feel important, it is love that

strengthens the church. Anyone who claims to know all the answers doesn’t really know very

much. But the person who loves God is the one whom God recognizes” (1 Corinthians 8:1-3).

Philosophy that is worth anything will be put to use in lives that actually live the

concepts.Training is essential. Paul refers to it often in his letters to the early churches. Training

implies repeated hard work and perpetually pushing oneself to become more adept and

stronger. Coaches are often essential to help us focus and persevere, but ultimately the

responsibility rests on the player or the student. On my own educational and spiritual journey,

and after thirty years of teaching, I have learned that good books, great authors, and strong

primary texts speak for themselves. As teachers, parents, and mentors, we need to get young

people to actually read and personally engage with primary texts and their messages. Of

course, guided discussion and helpful insights enhance and often unlock treasure chests of

meaning. Nevertheless, the best resources we have at our fingertips, like Scripture, bear much

more fruit the more we read them, the more we contemplate them, and the more we practice

them. Furthermore, it is vital to read the Word of God in the context of the other primary

sources offered in this text. This is one of the reasons why the publisher has put many of the

Scripture readings right into this guidebook. This can help young people to see that Scripture is

also a primary text with authority and relevance.The Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview

book and this guidebook have been carefully designed and developed from over twenty years

of teaching this material to produce these tools for continual use as a guide and resource for a

lifetime of Christ-centered biblical worldview growth, development, and practice. I owe a special

thanks to one of my former students, Tate Fritz, for his tireless and seemingly endless work to

help get the first draft of this guidebook started. Almost eight years later, I have the privilege of

teaching this class alongside Tate this spring. Like Tate, readers (and those who lead them) are

meant to use this book for their own journeys and then as guides to help others through the

process.There are many activities offered in this text that will help readers to further engage

with the concepts in the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book. These activities have

been carefully engineered and organized to be effective in a wide variety of learning

environments including mentoring and small groups, homeschools and co-schools, and

collegiate and traditional high schools. Learning adventures are assignments that can be

completed right in the guidebook. They are responses to the text and discussions that will help

readers to better understand the material. Extend your learning activities are designed to get

readers outside the book and guidebook and into their world. These require interaction with

other texts or media and conversations with other people and will help them make connections

between what they’re learning and the world they inhabit each day. Exploring ideas sections

offer readers the opportunity to engage with primary texts—both Scripture and other sources,

ancient and modern—that will help them better understand the implications of what they’re

learning. And finally, beyond the book sections extend the material within the Inklings on

Philosophy and Worldview book further, both deeper within topics and broader to subjects not

covered in the main text.Beyond this guidebook, you will find more assignments and resources

on . Ultimately, your goal will be to design your own course or program in your own flare and

style, with your own creative and practical lessons. But the website has unit plans, lesson

plans, creative assignment ideas, video links, handouts, and slideshow presentations, all for



free. Please use these to get started. And as you make the material your own, be sure to share

your ideas on the website for others to use.One of the most important aspects of this

curriculum is a focus on love and honor and the necessity of approaching worldview and

philosophy with “gentleness and respect,” as the apostle Peter puts it. Be sure not to skip past

these pages in order to save time or get to the “real lessons” on philosophy. Remember, if we

empower young people with knowledge but do not help them to be more loving, we are likely

creating “noisy gong[s]” and “clanging cymbal[s]” (1 Corinthians 13:1) rather than loving

ambassadors of Christ. Again, on the website, there are plenty of resources available to help

you start to build or rebuild a “Kingdom community” for your learning environment. Harnessing

the power of words and the language of trust for mentoring, parenting, and teaching is of

utmost importance because this is the premise of this entire approach to

worldview.Additionally, an essential component for leading others through this material is to

maintain an atmosphere of open inquiry and free will. Readers are ultimately being offered

worldview options with informed consent. We as leaders, especially in Christian cultures and

subcultures, must remember that Jesus only invited people to follow him. Jesus didn’t force or

coerce people to follow him. He invited people into his worldview and his lifestyle. As parents,

pastors, and teachers, we should also be modeling his worldview and inviting our children and

students into this. When a decision is forced or coerced, we are going against what Jesus did

and does. He never forced anyone; he always invited and always invites us. Jesus defines and

models for us our primary pedagogical principle for philosophy and worldview: “Seek and you

will find” (Matthew 7:7, NIV). This book is a guidebook to help teachers, parents, and young

people alike to keep seeking the Truth, who is Christ. If we keep seeking the Truth, we have

been assured that we will find the Truth. Paradoxically and simultaneously, we will also be

found by him.A final word: it has been so rewarding to see the power of this curriculum and

vocabulary spread throughout entire communities, especially educational communities all

around the globe. The experience at the school where I teach has been exponentially enriched

for our students and faculty because our entire faculty and staff have adopted this approach to

worldview in all subject areas and extracurricular experiences. James Davis writes, “Integrating

philosophy across the curriculum forces instructors and students alike to consider how their

entire curriculum fits together. Often students are inadvertently, and perhaps occasionally

intentionally, encouraged to see subjects in distinct compartments. . . . Students might see the

connection between math and science, but many seem to think that the concerns of English

are entirely distinct from history and science. Philosophy can help break down some of these

artificial divisions . . . by showing that the ‘big questions’ are present in all courses.”[1] Seneca

helps us see that this concept applies not only to each academic discipline but to all of life,

every day! “Philosophy . . . moulds and constructs the soul; it orders our life, guides our

conduct, shows us what we should do and what we should leave undone; it sits at the helm

and directs our course as we waver amid uncertainties. Without it, no one can live fearlessly or

in peace of mind. Countless things that happen every hour call for advice; and such advice is to

be sought in philosophy.”You are doing important work. Enjoy the journey.Matthew

DominguezDECEMBER 2019[1] James Davis, “Socrates in Homeroom: A Case Study for

Integrating Philosophy across a High School Curriculum,” Teaching Philosophy 36, no. 3

(2013): 217–38.PART ONETrust and the Nature of RealityBecause of God’s tender mercy,the

morning light from heaven is about to break upon us,to give light to those who sit in darkness

and in the shadow of death,and to guide us to the path of peace.LUKE 1:78-79PART

ONEOutlinePART ONE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONSThese questions are essential to our

learning and growth for this course of study. They are the focus of part 1 of the Inklings on



Philosophy and Worldview book and the driving force behind this guidebook. The book, your

instruction, the supplemental podcasts (available at ), and the assignments in this guidebook

are all developed to help you answer these questions:Why does philosophy matter?Where am

I in my spiritual journey? Where do I want to be?What is the nature of reality?How do humans

create a belief system or worldview?What is the suicide of thought? How do I get out of it or

help others out of it?What is a philosophical axiom?What is the difference between subjective

and objective truth?What is the nature of reality? What is truly real?How does my “trust list”

affect my daily decisions and how I interact with others?PART ONE SUGGESTED

READINGSAll of part 1 from the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book (pages 9–

50)William E. Brown: “World of Worldviews” (supplemental)Plato: “The Allegory of the Cave”

from The Republic (pages 22–28)Phillip Yancey: “Prophet of Mirth” (supplemental)Paul:

Ephesians (pages 37–48)G. K. Chesterton: “The Suicide of Thought” from Orthodoxy (pages

52–70)PART ONE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIESLearning AdventuresFaith Island and the

Trust Lists (pages 8–10)Learning about Big Philosophical Questions in Life: Views of Reality

and Core Philosophy (pages 14–18)Notes on Faith, Trust, and Belief: Anna’s Pet (page 19–

20)Faith Island and the Trust Lists: Identifying “Isms” (page 21)Coming Out of the Cave: A Look

at Plato and Scripture (pages 31–34)John 1 and “The Allegory of the Cave” (pages 35–36)“The

Suicide of Thought”: Choice and Free Will (pages 71–72)How and What to Trust: Personal

Connections to Subjective/Objective Truth (pages 80–82)Four Perspectives on Morality: Ethical

Dilemmas (pages 89–92)Four Perspectives on Perfection: What Is Perfect? (pages 96–

98)Extend Your Learning“Always Be Prepared . . .” (pages 11–13)Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave”:

A Personal Response (pages 29–30)How and What to Trust: Discussion Starters (pages 83–

85)Exploring Ideas“The Allegory of the Cave” from Plato’s Republic (pages 22–28)Ephesians,

Faith Island, the Trust List, and the Cave (pages 37–48)“The Suicide of Thought” from G. K.

Chesterton’s Orthodoxy (pages 52–70)Beyond the BookHow to Read G. K. Chesterton: Three

Helpful Metaphors (pages 49–51)Philosophical Foundations: Axioms (pages 73–76)How and

What to Trust: Subjective and Objective Truth (pages 77–79)Four Perspectives on Morality

(pages 86–88)Four Perspectives on Perfection (pages 93–95)Reflections on Morality and

Perfection (pages 73–76)Coordinates and Bearings for Learning Adventures: Part OnePart 1 is

meant to guide you to the beginning of your spiritual journey: trust. It’s important to start a

journey at the proper trailhead and with the proper gear. No one will begin climbing an

unfamiliar mountain without knowing that he or she is on the right trail and without the

appropriate gear. Likewise, to begin your spiritual journey, you need to be equipped to begin at

the right trailhead of trust and with the appropriate equipment: honesty, love, honor, and an

open mind.This section of your learning journey will focus on and invite you into . . .Embracing

this truth: everything in life is based on trust.Growing in awareness and understanding that

everyone and every culture has a “trust list.”Knowing there are direct, inescapable, natural

consequences for what we trust.Seeing the four basic philosophical “trust lists” for everyone on

“Faith Island.”Acknowledging and expressing love and honor as essential in a global

community of trust.Experiencing Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave” as a foundational example of

reality and a powerful metaphor for our adventure to “renew our minds.”Getting to know G. K.

Chesterton as a tour de force of writing and thinking on worldview and philosophy.Successfully

navigating people through what Chesterton calls the “suicide of thought.”Understanding the

concept of philosophical axioms and learning about a few key axioms for this adventure in

worldview and philosophy.Becoming more aware of subjective and objective

truths.Understanding the categorical differences between the expressions and definitions of

perfection and morality between the four worldviews and the natural consequences of these



differences.PART 1 SUMMARYIn part 1, we will look at the common denominator of trust. No

matter what “ism” we follow—be it idealism, monism, materialism, theism, or a variation of one

of these main four—we are trusting in something. Everything is based on trust. The only way

we humans live is to make decisions based on whatever we consider trustworthy, though we

differ on the object in which we place our confidence. We give authority to whom and what we

trust, and it is essential for us to understand that every decision we make is based on our

conclusions regarding the nature of reality.Learning AdventureFaith Island and the Trust

ListsWe use what we trust. We give authority to what we trust.We use what we trust to

formulate our conclusions on the nature of reality. What are you using? What should you be

using?Complete this basic trust list:I trustI trustI trustI trustI trustI trustIf you are doing this with

a learning group, create a trust list for the rest of the adventure together. What are you as a

group going to use to figure out reality?What are some things or people that are trustworthy?

What makes something or someone trustworthy?We trustWe trustWe trustWe trustWe trustWe

trustKey concept: If objective truth exists—which it most likely does—we must accept that our

access to it is through that which is subjective.DISCUSSIONKey thought for reflection and

discussion: Christians can and should believe in absolute objective truth such as God and the

Bible. However, a healthy Christian, Muslim, Hindu, or Buddhist will gladly accept and humbly

admit that every person’s access to God and the truth presented in their holy texts is through

that which is subjective and suspect, such as our perceptions, senses, emotions, brains, or

personalities. Everything is based on trust!What are the implications of this reality as we

approach what we trust in light of what others choose to trust?Considering that there are

thousands of Christian denominations, what are the implications of this idea that everything is

based on trust within the body of Christ? How does this inform the notion that Christians all

over the planet strive for the harmony and unity that Jesus himself prayed for before his death

(see John 17)?Extend Your Learning“Always Be Prepared . . .”1 Peter 3:15 says, “Always be

prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you

have. But do this with gentleness and respect” (NIV). Here are some reflection opportunities,

discussion questions, and ideas to ponder around this verse.What “answers” to life’s tough

questions are you looking for? How about your friends? (If you need help thinking of tough

questions, consider looking ahead to chapter 7 of the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview

book.)Describe some real-life scenarios where you were not prepared to give an answer to

life’s hard questions. Describe some situations where you were prepared. What were the key

differences in these situations? Why were you were prepared in one situation and not the

other?Where have you seen in books, videos, movies, lectures, or sermons people who were

and were not prepared to answer life’s hardest questions? What were the key differences

between those who were and were not prepared?Describe some situations where

conversations about hard questions were not handled “with gentleness and respect.” What was

the outcome?Where have you seen in books, videos, movies, lectures, or sermons people who

were and were not displaying “gentleness and respect” in tackling the hardest questions of our

journeys?Often people will say that an “inclusive approach” to spirituality would work well in

answering life’s hard questions. They say that the answers are all the same and it does not

really matter what religion or belief you pick. In light of the vast differences between the four

major worldviews, why does an “inclusive approach” (or pluralistic approach) not actually work?

(You may want to see chapter 3 and chapter 5 of Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book if

you need a clear picture of the four worldviews and how they are different.)Learning

AdventureLearning about Big Philosophical Questions in Life: Views of Reality and Core

PhilosophyThis activity focuses on the big questions of philosophy, using James Sire’s



questions from The Universe Next Door as a model. I have reworked his questions and

reordered them and even added a few of my own. (For a thorough discussion of these

questions, see chapter 7 of the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book, especially pages

63–66.) This is a four-part activity.Part 1: Write down your answers to these questions

today.Part 2: Revisit and write down your answers after you have studied and pondered part 2

of the guidebook and the Inklings on Philosophy and Worldview book.Part 3: Revisit and write

down your answers after studying and pondering part 3 of the guidebook and the Inklings on

Philosophy and Worldview book.Part 4: At the end of your study, in a journal-style response,

reflect on what stayed the same and what changed. If any of your responses changed, why did

you choose to trust different answers to these questions? Make a list of other questions that

have come up during your study.What is the nature of reality?Date: __________ Initial

answer:Date: __________ Response after part 2:Date: __________ Response after part

3:Who or what is God?Date: __________ Initial answer:Date: __________ Response after

part 2:Date: __________ Response after part 3:What is a human being? What is humankind?

(Who am I? What am I?)Date: __________ Initial answer:Date: __________ Response after

part 2:Date: __________ Response after part 3:What is the basis of and standard for morality?

How do I decide between right and wrong, and who or what is the basis for moral authority?

Date: __________ Initial answer:Date: __________ Response after part 2:Date: __________

Response after part 3:What happens to humans at death?Date: __________ Initial

answer:Date: __________ Response after part 2:Date: __________ Response after part

3:What is the meaning and purpose of human history? What is the essence of human

interaction and relationships?Date: __________ Initial answer:Date: __________ Response

after part 2:Date: __________ Response after part 3:Why are we here? Where are we going?

What is the purpose of human existence?Date: __________ Initial answer:Date: __________

Response after part 2:Date: __________ Response after part 3:Other questions/

responses:Learning AdventureNotes on Faith, Trust, and Belief: Anna’s PetFrom the book

(page 27):As an example of how our personal trust lists are shaped by those around us, let’s

consider a question my daughter Anna asked when she was five years old. Our beloved yellow

lab, Pup, had died, and Anna said, “Papa, where did Pup go?” Though she was asking

specifically about our dog, she was also indirectly asking what will happen when she dies,

when grandpa dies, when her papa dies. It was and is a universal question. . . . Therefore,

Anna’s question was an important one, and my answer was also very important since she

trusts me and has given massive authority to what I think. My answer would influence how she

frames the weighty issues of life and death in her unfolding individual story and as a growing

member of our immediate community. In many respects our questions and the various answers

we all choose to trust are what directly create much of the dramatic tension in this unfolding

global story we are all part of writing.The issue at stake is there are different answers to Anna’s

question that have very different consequences, and the trust lists of the four major worldviews

enable us to navigate this important scenario and others like it.What would you say to Anna at

age 5 as she is holding the lifeless body of her beloved pet? “Papa, where did Pup

go?”Learning AdventureFaith Island and the Trust Lists: Identifying “Isms”There are two realms

that are a part of every worldview: the spiritual and the material.There are four distinct views to

take on how these two realms form reality. All of the isms, religions, views, tribes, people, and

ways are represented within this framework.Individually or in a group, list as many religions,

isms, and ways as you can for each worldview.SIdealismMMaterialismS-MMonismS

+MTheismExploring Ideas“The Allegory of the Cave” from Plato’s RepublicANALYZING THE

TEXTThe text below is from the Benjamin Jowett translation of The Republic by Plato. Written



nearly four centuries before Christ, The Republic is a dialogue between the philosopher

Socrates and various discussion partners about justice and the ideal state. This portion of the

dialogue appears in book 7. Socrates discusses the nature of reality with Glaucon, and the

dialogue alternates between the two. As you read, underline or highlight at least three

passages that interest you or that you would like to bring up during a group discussion. Also

create two (or more) questions for group discussion and write them in the margins.THE

ALLEGORY OF THE CAVE[Socrates:] And now, I said, let me show in a figure how far our

nature is enlightened or unenlightened: —Behold! human beings living in an underground den,

which has a mouth open towards the light and reaching all along the den; here they have been

from their childhood, and have their legs and necks chained so that they cannot move, and can

only see before them, being prevented by the chains from turning round their heads. Above

and behind them a fire is blazing at a distance, and between the fire and the prisoners there is

a raised way; and you will see, if you look, a low wall built along the way, like the screen which

marionette players have in front of them, over which they show the puppets.[Glaucon:] I

see.And do you see, I said, men passing along the wall carrying all sorts of vessels, and

statues and figures of animals made of wood and stone and various materials, which appear

over the wall? Some of them are talking, others silent.You have shown me a strange image,

and they are strange prisoners.Like ourselves, I replied; and they see only their own shadows,

or the shadows of one another, which the fire throws on the opposite wall of the cave?True, he

said; how could they see anything but the shadows if they were never allowed to move their

heads?And of the objects which are being carried in like manner they would only see the

shadows?Yes, he said.And if they were able to converse with one another, would they not

suppose that they were naming what was actually before them?Very true.And suppose further

that the prison had an echo which came from the other side, would they not be sure to fancy

when one of the passers-by spoke that the voice which they heard came from the passing

shadow?No question, he replied.To them, I said, the truth would be literally nothing but the

shadows of the images.That is certain.And now look again, and see what will naturally follow if

the prisoners are released and disabused of their error. At first, when any of them is liberated

and compelled suddenly to stand up and turn his neck round and walk and look towards the

light, he will suffer sharp pains; the glare will distress him, and he will be unable to see the

realities of which in his former state he had seen the shadows; and then conceive some one

saying to him, that what he saw before was an illusion, but that now, when he is approaching

nearer to being and his eye is turned towards more real existence, he has a clearer vision,—

what will be his reply? And you may further imagine that his instructor is pointing to the objects

as they pass and requiring him to name them,—will he not be perplexed? Will he not fancy that

the shadows which he formerly saw are truer than the objects which are now shown to him?Far

truer.And if he is compelled to look straight at the light, will he not have a pain in his eyes which

will make him turn away to take refuge in the objects of vision which he can see, and which he

will conceive to be in reality clearer than the things which are now being shown to him?True, he

said.And suppose once more, that he is reluctantly dragged up a steep and rugged ascent,

and held fast until he is forced into the presence of the sun himself, is he not likely to be pained

and irritated? When he approaches the light his eyes will be dazzled, and he will not be able to

see anything at all of what are now called realities.Not all in a moment, he said.He will require

to grow accustomed to the sight of the upper world. And first he will see the shadows best, next

the reflections of men and other objects in the water, and then the objects themselves; then he

will gaze upon the light of the moon and the stars and the spangled heaven; and he will see the

sky and the stars by night better than the sun or the light of the sun by day?Certainly.Last of all



he will be able to see the sun, and not mere reflections of him in the water, but he will see him

in his own proper place, and not in another; and he will contemplate him as he is.Certainly.He

will then proceed to argue that this is he who gives the season and the years, and is the

guardian of all that is in the visible world, and in a certain way the cause of all things which he

and his fellows have been accustomed to behold?Clearly, he said, he would first see the sun

and then reason about him.And when he remembered his old habitation, and the wisdom of

the den and his fellow-prisoners, do you not suppose that he would felicitate himself on the

change, and pity them?
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Khumbiaklal Hauzel, “A must-read Part I of the book. I have read different kinds of worldviews

and apologetics books but this one is unquestionably different from all that I had read because

of how the author present how we human beings are design to trust. Many others books high

light trust or faith that begins with reason and evidence however in real-life sometimes this is

not always true. Instead, we all have a trust list that we put our faith on so this book proof

worldview is more of a trust list then evidence or facts, please read it for more details.”

The book by Morgan Lyle has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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